At the conclusion of May 19 qualifications the starting field for the 102nd Running of the Indianapolis 500 is set. All entries are guaranteed one (1) qualification attempt.*

**Positions 1-9**

The fastest nine entries are locked into the field and advance to May 20's Fast Nine Shootout.

**Positions 10-33**

Locked into field and advance to Group 1 qualifying on May 20 to determine starting order.

Once the original qualifying line has been completed, or "breaks," two qualifying lines will be formed:

**Fast Lane**

The priority line is for cars that have not qualified, have withdrawn a previous qualifying time or been bumped out of the 33-car field by a car that qualified faster. The withdrawal of the previous qualifying time takes effect when the car enters the line.

**Lane 2**

For cars that have posted a qualifying time, do not wish to withdraw it, but wish to qualify again. Cars in this lane may make an attempt once there is a break in the Fast Lane. If a car making an attempt from this lane does not improve its qualifying time, the original qualifying time remains as its official attempt.

* - Per the 2018 Verizon IndyCar Series Rule Book, if a car is unable to complete its one guaranteed attempt on Saturday, May 19 because of a mechanical condition or incident, it may be designated by INDYCAR as an "unqualified car" and eligible to participate in "Last Chance Qualifying" on May 20 prior to Group 1 qualifying.

**Starting Order**

May 19 qualifying times are erased. All entries must make another four-lap qualifying attempt to determine their position, in the following groups:

**Group 1 (2:45 - 4:45 PM)**

Determines starting positions 10-33. Each entry makes one attempt in order based on slowest to fastest from May 19 qualifying times.

**Fast Nine Shootout (5 - 5:45 PM)**

Fastest nine qualifiers must make one four-lap attempt, in order based on slowest to fastest from May 19 qualifying times, to determine their starting position in the first three rows, including pole position and the Verizon P1 Award.

**Championship Points**

Drivers and entrants earn championship points based on qualifying position at the end of the Sunday, May 20 session.